The use of mouse models in biomedical research and preclinical drug evaluation is on the rise. The advent of new molecular genome-altering technologies such as CRISPR/Cas9 allows for genetic mutations to be introduced into the germ line of a mouse faster and less expensively than previous methods. In addition, the rapid progress in the development and use of somatic transgenesis using viral vectors, as well as manipulations of gene expression with siRNAs and antisense oligonucleotides, allow for even greater exploration into genomics and systems biology. These technological advances come at a time when cost reductions in genome sequencing have led to the identification of pathogenic mutations in patient populations, providing unprecedented opportunities in the use of mice to model human disease. The ease of genetic engineering in mice also offers a potential paradigm shift in resource sharing and the speed by which models are made available in the public domain. Predictively, the knowledge alone that a model can be quickly remade will provide relief to resources encumbered by licensing and Material Transfer Agreements. For decades, mouse strains have provided an exquisite experimental tool to study the pathophysiology of the disease and assess therapeutic options in a genetically defined system. However, a major limitation of the mouse has been the limited genetic diversity associated with common laboratory mice. This has been overcome with the recent development of the Collaborative Cross and Diversity Outbred mice. These strains provide new tools capable of replicating genetic diversity to that approaching the diversity found in human populations. The Collaborative Cross and Diversity Outbred strains thus provide a means to observe and characterize toxicity or efficacy of new therapeutic drugs for a given population. The combination of traditional and contemporary mouse genome editing tools, along with the addition of genetic diversity in new modeling systems, are synergistic and serve to make the mouse a better model for biomedical research, enhancing the potential for preclinical drug discovery and personalized medicine.
Introduction
The use of mice as tools in biomedical research is well established. Their presence offers the ability to evaluate disease etiology and therapeutic profiling in a low cost, easy to maintain, rapidly reproducing mammalian model. For many years, attention has turned away from the forward genetics approach of studying spontaneous and chemically induced mouse models toward the reverse genetics approach to studying gene function via knockouts by genetic engineering. Through standard genetic engineering technologies, a tremendous amount of information has been gained with respect to gene function, pathways, and pathophysiology of disease by studying both constitutive and tissue-specific loss of function mutations. However, progress has been hampered by the costs associated with traditional genetic engineering, many of which are related to the time required to target embryonic stem (ES) cells, establish germline transmission, and breed away from selectable markers. Furthermore, the lack of efficiency in ES cells from different inbred strains has limited our exploration of phenotypes on different genetic backgrounds. This limitation is an important point to consider when comparing disease models on a single inbred background to a heterogeneous patient population with possibly differential disease penetrance.
The development of new technologies in mutant mouse development, such as CRISP/Cas9 mediated genome engineering, offers exciting opportunities to explore genetic engineering in unprecedented ways. The technology has been rapidly and efficiently adopted by transgenic core facilities in comparison with traditional technologies. Genome editing offers considerable cost savings, avoiding the use of ES cells and selection markers, with benefits of high rates of germ line transmission. The concern regarding off-target mutation events, while still valid, has not occurred with a frequency that significantly hampers progress. This, in part, is due to the efficiency of the targeting and the number of founder lines that can be produced per injection. These gains allow us to explore the generation of an allelic series in a given disease in mice, engineering multiple pathogenic variants and point mutations for a single gene as seen in the patient population. Arguably, one of the most exciting advantages of CRISPR technology is the ability to readily produce mutations on different inbred and outbred backgrounds, opening up a whole new frontier of exploration in phenotyping. Thus, a goal is to develop animal disease models tailored to specific individuals and to understand how these mutations modulate biochemical and physiologic pathways in the context of genetic heterogeneity. These data provide a resource for the evaluation of patient-specific therapies under the umbrella of personalized medicine.
The Process of Drug Development
Developing a new drug does not come without significant investments in time and financial resources. It can take between 10 and 15 years and hundreds of millions of dollars to take a new drug from laboratory concept to regulatory approval by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). It is estimated that up to 75% of a research and development budget is spent developing candidate drugs that are not approved. Even after regulatory approval is granted, drugs can be withdrawn mostly due to one of two major decisive factors: lack of sufficient efficacy or unanticipated toxicity associated with adverse drug reactions (ADR). A listing of withdrawn and discontinued drugs publically accessible at http://cheminfo.charite.de/withdrawn (Siramshetty et al. 2016) indicates the scale of the challenges associated with drug development.
In many cases, analysis of these failures leads to a greater understanding of the nature of interaction between the drug, the disease of medical condition being treated, and how these relate to ADR. It is clear that genetic variation between individuals is a significant contributor to ADR. Significantly more research is needed to determine how drug-genome interactions occur and how to predict ADR by genetically prescreening disease patients prior to treatment to avoid ADR. The challenge is to determine how to incorporate pharmacogenetic screening into the preclinical drug development process.
There are several stages to a typical drug discovery and development pipeline. The initial basic research on clinical disease and biomarker identification leads to a greater understanding of disease diagnosis, progression, and outcomes. Animal models are identified or generated to characterize some of the earliest events associated with the disease and to identify potential drug targets that may be amenable to manipulation. The next stage involves chemists and biologists working together developing candidate therapeutic agents. These are typically evaluated for effectiveness in cell culture-based highthroughput screening assays. Small molecules, therapeutic proteins/antibodies, antisense oligonucleotides, and off-target effects of currently available pharmaceuticals are considered. Novel compounds may be recovered from libraries containing millions of phytochemicals derived from plants and biomaterial collected from around the world. This is followed by an in vivo assessment of these candidates to determine how a living system reacts to the drug. Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies are performed during which gastrointestinal absorption, body distribution, drug metabolism, and drug excretion (ADME) parameters are determined for each candidate drug. Some are eliminated due to poor ADME characteristics or extreme toxicity. Lead candidates move forward to the next step in safety and efficacy studies using animal models prior to approval by the FDA to begin human clinical trials. The pipeline tends to be flexible in that for many potential drugs, small-scale animal efficacy studies can be performed during the in vivo assessment phase before large-scale ADME studies. This helps eliminate some of the candidates at an earlier stage, thus generating significant costs savings. Subsequent large scale efficacy studies are performed to identify the therapeutic range and high-dose effects.
Maximizing Preclinical-Clinical Synergy
An increasing change in the drug development pipeline that has emerged in recent years is the customized generation of animals that are surrogates for human disease. Historically, the process was limited to the study of drug efficacy in animal models generated by spontaneous mutation, transgenesis, or embryonic stem cell-derived mutagenesis. The recent discovery and use of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome alteration has revolutionized our ability to generate animal models containing human pathogenic genetic variants in the animal orthologues of disease associated genes. This technology holds great promise in increasing the correlation between preclinical and clinical disease progression and treatment translatability.
The mouse has emerged as the premier mammalian model organism. Despite more than 65 million years since primate and rodent phylogenetic lineages diverged, comparative sequence analysis of the human and mouse genomes reveal that 99% of the genes are evolutionarily conserved (Capecchi 1994) . Several attributes make the mouse an excellent model organism for biomedical research: they are small, have relatively short life spans, are cost effective, and easy to breed. The mouse is also an excellent tool to generate and study animal models of human disease. Mice are susceptible to the same monogenic and polygenic diseases found in humans, including obesity, diabetes, insulin resistance, cardiovascular disease, cancer, autoimmunity, hearing and vision loss, and muscular dystrophies. They manifest anxiety, epilepsy, neurodegeneration, and addiction to alcohol and cocaine and develop aging-associated disorders similar to Parkinson's and Alzheimer's.
Inbred Mouse Strains
A strain is defined as inbred if all offspring can be traced back to a single ancestral breeding pair after 20 or more consecutive generations of brother-sister mating. Because all individuals of a specific inbred mouse strain are essentially genetically identical, the presence of multiple data replicates allows for a determination of the magnitude and range of responses associated with any treatment or intervention within a genetically defined biological system. Each inbred strain is genetically distinct from other inbred strains. Comparison among inbred strains demonstrates differential susceptibility to many of the common conditions observed in humans, including but not limited to cancer;, preference for diet, weight gain, and obesity; altered behavior; and differences in immune function, both in a disease state or in response to environmental challenge or infection.
The mouse Phenome Database (http://www.phenome.jax. org) details the phenotypic and genotypic variations associated with 40 widely used inbred mouse strains. Mining this large dataset is a good starting point to identify mouse strains that are susceptible and resistant to specific human diseases. To date, the genomes of 17 inbred strains have been sequenced and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) identified in many others (Keane et al. 2011) . These datasets provide a comprehensive resource with which to examine natural genetic variation between mouse strains and to perform extensive data mining to correlate gene sequence with phenotypic variables.
Spontaneous Mouse Mutants
There are 22,851 genes in the murine genome (assembly GRCm38.4 http://www.ensembl.org), of which only a small percentage are associated with spontaneous mutations. Spontaneous mutations are commonly found through gross observation of an abnormal phenotypic trait arising in an otherwise normal animal population. The low proportion of spontaneous mutations could be attributable to the inherent bias associated with mutant genes that are found this way. Viability is a requirement. Mutant phenotypes that are pronounced are less likely to be overlooked than mutations exerting more subtle effects. Thus, mutations affecting body weight, limb development, eye and ear deletion or malformation, and behavioral deficiencies such as circling, nonlethal seizures, aggression, or passivity tend to be overrepresented in the population of spontaneous mouse mutants.
Transgenic Mouse Models
Transgenic overexpression or modified expression of a gene or cDNA in the mouse genome is a valuable tool to characterize the effects on murine development and disease (reviewed in Palmiter and Brinster 1986) . It can be applied to mouse or human genes, either harboring no mutations or containing any specified mutation. It can be used to screen for the effects of expanded repeat sequences within nontranslated DNA on protein abundance and disease or dominant negative effects can be characterized. Where transgenic mice manifest disease symptoms, the disease progression can be studied and compared with recognized clinical features of the disease. If similarities exist, then the animal model could be considered a surrogate for a known disease. Varying the choice of promoters being used to drive transgene expression can allow for the modulation of the disease in a tissue or temporal specific manner.
Embryonic Stem Cell Models
The next major technological revolution in the ability to generate specific models of human disease arose through the advent of ES cell manipulation (reviewed in Hall et al. 2009 ). This technology relied on the parallel discovery of homologous recombination in mammalian systems and the isolation of murine ES cells. These cells are pluripotent and can differentiate into all cell types, resulting in the recovery of mutant mouse strains containing specific engineered mutations generated in the original ES cell population.
Whereas the goal of transgenic technology is to overexpress a gene of interest, the early goal of homologous recombination was to disrupt a gene, creating a loss of function by disrupting the open reading frame or blocking expression of a specific gene in the mouse. These so-called knockout mouse mutants are valuable tools to discern the role of a gene in growth, development, behavior, and other physiological processes. When a human disease is associated with loss of function, the corresponding mouse knockout can be an important resource to understand and examine the biological effects associated with gene absence. If a human disease mutation is discovered to map to a gene of unknown biological function, the phenotype of a specific knockout mouse can provide valuable clues as to role of that gene.
Genome Engineering with Cre-LoxP
Continued research into the mechanisms and regulation of homologous recombination in mammalian, bacterial, and viral systems led to the development of the next major technological milestone in murine genome manipulation. Bacteriophage P1 undergoes a cyclization of its linear genome as part of its normal life cycle. This process is mediated via the action of the P1 expressed Cre recombinase enzyme on two paired recognition sites termed lox sequences. These lox sequences, commonly referred to as LoxP sites when used in genome remodeling, are 34-bp-long sequences consisting of two 13-bp palindromic repeats separated by an 8-bp asymmetric core spacer sequence that confers directionality. Insertion of two loxP sequences flanking a gene or critical exon in the mouse genome using ES cell-mediated targeting would initially be expected to generate a "floxed" mouse with no mutant phenotype. However, transgenic expression of Cre results in a specific deletion of DNA between the two loxP sites.
By selectively breeding these "floxed" mice to a panel of strains expressing Cre from different promoters, gene mutations could be directed to any tissues or developmental time point desired to help investigate the tissue-specific biological effects of genes.
A significant value of the use of Cre-LoxP genome engineering is that gene mutations causing embryonic lethality can be characterized in adult mice by delaying the expression of Cre until after birth and/or weaning. This approach is being applied on a genome-wide basis. The knockout mouse project, developed as a major trans-NIH initiative, is an international collaboration of scientists that aims to generate a comprehensive and public resource of mouse ES cells from which null mutations in every gene in the mouse genome, can be derived (http://www.komp.org).
A system conceptually similar to Cre-LoxP was found in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The recombinase enzyme (Flp; termed flippase) bound to and initiated double-strand DNA breaks at FRT sequence-containing sites. These 34-bp FRT sequences are similar but distinct from loxP sequences. Although not as commonly used as cre-loxP for targeted mutagenesis of the mouse genome, the FLP-FRT system can be useful in instances where more than one genome rearrangement is attempted at the same time in the same mouse.
CRISPR-Cas9-Mediated Genome Engineering
Once in a while, truly transformative technologies emerge that completely disrupt established paradigms. Whereas formerly, mouse mutant strain generation was the domain of the few privileged laboratories or universities with outstanding core facilities, the discovery and implementation of the CRISPR-Cas9 genome engineering technology to achieve the same goal is now available to nearly all. The technology introduces discrete genetic mutations into the genome at high frequency and low cost and requires only standard molecular and cellular skills beyond a standard zygote microinjection and oocyte transfer facility. Although still predominantly in the research discovery stage, the use of genome editing as a tool to prevent expression of deleterious genes, correct mutations, inactivate viral entry or replication, or alter the epigenetic environment holds significant promise for the future of clinical disease treatment (Jang et al. 2016) .
CRISPR-Cas9 adopts the adaptive immunity present in bacteria to resist viruses and plasmids (reviewed in Doudna and Charpentier 2014) . Almost any location in the genome can now be targeted using a simple two-component system. Cas9 is a large multifunctional protein with two DNA cleavage sites that functions as an RNA guided endonuclease. It is directed to specific genomic targets via association with a specific guide RNA sequence that is complementary to the DNA sequence of the target region. Provided this target sequence is positioned immediately adjacent to a protospacer adjacent motif, efficient double-strand endonuclease cleavage follows.
Subsequent DNA repair occurs using the nonhomologous end joining or the homology-directed repair (HDR) end joining pathways (reviewed in Singh et al. 2015) . The former is error prone and often results in the generation of insertions or deletions ranging from 1 nucleotide to several hundred nucleotides in length. Cas9-mediated double-stranded DNA breaks can also be repaired by the high fidelity HDR mechanism provided a homologous repair template is present. This can either be supplied by the nontargeted chromosome during replication or experimentally provided. Thus, co-injection of a synthesized DNA oligonucleotide or a plasmid template containing a desired mutation along with Cas9 and guide RNA into a onecell stage mouse embryo can result in the desired mutation being transferred onto the genome as part of the HDR pathway. All that remains is the transfer of the injected zygotes into mice and screening progeny for the desired CRISPR allele.
Although other genome manipulation technologies have been developed, such as the use of Zinc finger nucleases and TAL effector nucleases, their use requires significant protein engineering to optimize targeting and they are not as widely utilized (Ousterout et al. 2015; Wefers et al. 2014 ). The simplicity and specificity of CRISPR-Cas9, requiring only the synthesis of an appropriate guide RNA and donor DNA sequences, is such that it has successfully been used to introduce mutations into mice, rats, fruit flies, nematodes, frogs, monkeys, rice, wheat, tobacco, and human cell lines.
The current use of CRISPR/Cas9 is to generate precise preclinical models containing the same mutation in a disease gene as found in a patient. These models allow for allele-specific therapeutic outcome evaluation. A more challenging goal of CRISPR/Cas9 is to repair mutations in vivo directly in patients with genetic changes causing diseases that are not currently amenable to treatment. Two distinct scientific challenges must first be overcome to meet this objective: 1) the association of nonhomologous end joining mutations with CRISPR/Cas9 means that unintended mutations are often introduced into the targeted gene, and 2) the ability of CRISPR/Cas9 to target a gene is completely dependent on the sequence of the short guide RNA. Targeting gene family members runs a significant risk of mutagenesis of genes with homology to the guide RNA. Increasing the effectiveness of HR while decreasing the likelihood of off-target mutations are challenging goals not only to make the tool even more efficient in preclinical model generation but also to develop new treatment modalities in humans. These improvements in clinical effectiveness would have to occur concomitantly with public discussion and education to define limits to the use of such technology.
Pharmacogenomics: Towards Understanding the ADR
In its 2011 strategic plan (FDA 2011), the FDA proposed the need for new methods to assess and characterize molecular targets and host genetic factors that may be associated with rare and unexpected adverse drug events. As discussed earlier, the most common reason for a drug withdrawal from the market post approval is ADR. Preclinical studies performed in a single inbred mouse strain or utilizing a single genetically homogeneous animal model may fail to identify toxicity potential, because these studies are not geared to explore the relationship between patient response and ADR. Even in clinical phases, the limited sizes of the phase I, II, and III cohorts may be insufficient to screen for every eventuality.
It is likely that the predominant contributor to ADR is genetic variation between patients on the drug treatment. The goal is to identify at-risk patients through predictive genetic association. This would allow for drug approval when associated with pharmacogenetic diagnostic testing, the ability to screen for patients susceptible to ADR. The situation is not dissimilar to the need to screen for histocompatibility between recipients and donors prior to an organ or tissue transplant.
There are two ways to approach an understanding of the mechanisms contributing to ADR. One is to collect DNA from all unrelated patients that experienced an ADR. Genome scanning of these individuals may identify a common previously undiagnosed genetic mutation or gene variant in one or more loci. In theory, these candidate genes could then be tested in animal models to ascertain if genetic variation of this potential "modifier" alters the drug response, when both the gene variant and drug are presented together in the same preclinical disease model. This approach may be limited by the small number of patients that experienced an ADR or the withdrawal of the drug as a rapid response to small number of ADR patients. Thus, an alternative and more practical approach is to introduce greater genetic diversity into the preclinical testing phase of new drug development.
Two mouse resources have been developed in order to investigate this latter strategy. Both offer maximal allelic variation, approaching that observed in the human population.
Collaborative Cross Mice
While traditional inbred strains of mice offer some advantages, such as reduced variance and the ability to repeat experiments using the same genetic background, they lack genetic diversity, which is a critical source of phenotypic variation in the human population. The lack of genetic diversity in many models may explain many of the difficulties in translating results to the patient population. The Collaborative Cross (CC) is a large panel of new recombinant inbred mouse strains derived from an eight-way cross of JAX inbred strains including three wild derived inbred lines (Churchill et al. 2004; Iraqi et al 2014; Threadgill and Churchill 2012) . The strains selected represented the three major Mus musculus subspecies: M. m. musculus, M. m. domesticus, and M. m. castaneus. Each CC strain is a unique inbred mixture of the eight founders, and together the strains capture almost 90% of the genetic variation present in the laboratory mouse. The CC lines represent a panel of inbred strains that can be studied repeatedly and independently across treatments.
Diversity Outbred Mice
The CC panel is ideal for data integration and trait correlation. However, to find the sources of genetic variation and co-variation underlying trait similarity, a high-precision mapping population is required. For this, the Diversity Outbred (DO) mice were created. The DO mice are produced via use of a sophisticated breeding strategy that maintains a balanced mixture of founder genomes and avoids allelic loss and inbreeding. Mice are selected from 160 of the CC lines (Bogue et al 2015; Chesler et al 2008; Churchill et al. 2012) . The SNPs and other variants in the DO mice perturb transcript levels and protein structure across the entire genome and increase the chances of discovering new disease-or treatment-modifier genes that have not been discovered in commonly used inbred strain experiments. Each DO mouse is genetically unique, and therefore preclinical drug testing in this model mimics human phase I clinical trials. Issues such as the toxicology associated with dosage variation and ADR can be identified and characterized in these mice leading to the development of genetic diagnostics before seeking FDA approval and moving the drug into the clinical phase (Figure 1 ). In addition, mutations generated in the CC background have the potential to produce more pronounced or clinically relevant phenotypes that might otherwise be masked on a typical inbred background such as C57BL/6. Collectively, the CC and DO mouse populations offer high mapping resolution and broad allelic diversity, carrying 45 million SNPs ).
Humanized Mice: Reconstituting the Human Immune System
Many human diseases are associated with immune dysfunction. These include cancers such as lymphomas and leukemia; autoimmune diseases such as type 1 diabetes, lupus, and rheumatoid arthritis; and other medical conditions such as asthma, eczema, hay fever, and other allergic reactions. Generalized immunodeficiency increases the risk of infection and disease from known disease-causing microbes and opportunistic pathogens alike. An active host immune system is directly responsible for tissue transplant rejection even when tissuematched in the absence of immune suppressing drugs. Even residual immune cells, if present in donor tissue, can also induce life-threatening graft versus host response as a complication of transplantation.
The immune system can also be a tool in drug therapy. Therapeutic monoclonal antibodies and Fc fusion proteins are increasingly being utilized or developed for treatments against autoimmunity, inflammation, cancer, and lipid management (Chan and Carter 2010; Feinstein and Lloyd-Jones 2016; Scott et al. 2012; Weiner et al. 2010 ). However, species-specific differences in immune architecture pose special challenges. Although functionally equivalent, the human HLA and murine MHC molecules differ significantly in structure. There are also species differences in the growth factors and cytokines required for normal hematopoietic and immune system development.
Several mouse models exist to support therapeutic antibody preclinical studies. One of the most useful is the NSG mouse (Shultz et al. 2012 ). This mouse is an excellent model to reconstitute the human immune system in the mouse and for engraftment studies. NSG mice contain a mutation in scid, to prevent T and B cell development, and in the gamma chain of interleukin 2 receptor to block signaling from six distinct interleukins and prevent immune natural killer cell development. The genetic background of these mice also further reduces the endogenous immune system by eliminating hemolytic complement and reducing dendritic cells and macrophage functions. NSG mice support superior engraftment of human hematopoietic stem cells and coengraftment of multiple human tissues, including tumors without immune rejection, leading to the development of Patient Derived Xenograft or Avatar mouse models to evaluate drug therapy effective on specific patient tumors in a living system. The advantage is that the genetic and phenotypic heterogeneity associated with human cancers can be preserved within the mouse model. Over time, the collection of deep sequencing and expression data from large collections of tumors can help to profile tumors and their response to therapeutic agents.
Therapeutics with FcRn Null Mice Expressing Human FcRn
Therapeutic monoclonal antibodies and Fc fusion proteins demonstrate longer half-lives in patients relative to therapeutic proteins. The difference is considerable with therapeutic proteins, growth hormone, erythropoietin, and granulocyte colony stimulating factor showing half-lives of up to two days compared with 10 to 30 days for monoclonal antibodies and Fc-fusion proteins (Black et al. 2010; Hernández-Bernal et al. 2005; López et al. 2010; Martins et al. 2016; McMahon et al. 1990; Tanaka et al. 1999 ). This longer half-life has been attributed to the protective role of neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn) .
First detected in the gut of rodent pups, FcRn is a heterodimer of a class I MHC-like protein and β2-microglobulin. FcRn is responsible for the early transfer of protective IgG antibodies from the dam to the pup. The IgG-FcRn complex is transported into the endosome and recycled back to the cell surface for release into the plasma. As FcRn-deficient mice demonstrate significant reductions in IgG antibody half-life, this supports an additional adult role for FcRn in maintaining IgG levels in the circulation.
To design a better preclinical model for therapeutic studies with human monoclonal antibodies and Fc containing-fusion proteins, human FcRn was expressed from a transgene in mice that are genetically deficient in the expression of murine FcRn. As expected, human antibodies are protected by human FcRn to a greater extent than by the murine FcRn. (Haraya et al. 2014; Petkova et al. 2006) . The use of human FcRn-expressing mice in pharmacokinetic studies has been highly predicative of the clinical half-life of circulating antibodies, decreasing the extent of which nonhuman primate studies need to be employed. 
The Efficient Use of the Mouse
While the mouse is well established as one of the premier model organisms for genetic manipulation, disease modeling, and preclinical drug testing, there remain many obstacles to their effective and efficient use. The lack of reproducibility in many preclinical studies is of growing concern, and new initiatives by the NIH call for more rigorously designed studies to ensure that data can be reproduced. These initiatives involve more thoughtful and robust statistical analysis and transparency in data reporting as well as sharing of materials. The use of public mouse repositories is a key element in promoting reproducibility. Investigators who deposit their models in repositories satisfy the NIH policy for the sharing of resources. In addition, mouse repositories apply rigorous genetic quality control and pathogen testing to ensure that the mice distributed are of high quality. By placing mouse models into the public domain, the scientific community has rapid access to the best models and key characteristics and disease progression rates of a particular model that can be rapidly validated in independent studies. An inconvenient truth is that the academic environment is not designed to foster resource sharing. For most laboratories, genetic engineering of mouse models represents a significant investment in time and money. The return on this investment comes in the form of papers and grants that keep the laboratory running and students graduating. Thus, there exists a significant disincentive to give away resources, especially for smaller laboratories or new investigators. As a result, there is often a significant lag time before investigators deposit mice in public repositories. Additional hurdles to getting the right mouse for the study can be the time-consuming and expensive licensing agreement negotiation process, required in order to make some models available to "for-profit" companies. More expedient sharing of resources and a community consensus on standardized material transfer agreements and licensing requirements would significantly improve the rate at which models are distributed and therapies developed. As it now stands, many for-profit entities and frustrated academics can end up duplicating resources by using CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome engineering to essentially recreate published models. In the future, the ease by which we can make models using CRISPR/Cas9 technology may lower the barrier for resource sharing and work to encourage more collaboration.
Conclusions
At first glance, the continuing increase in the use of the mouse in mouse models for biomedical and preclinical research is contrary to the goals associated with the three Rs (reduce, refine, replace) as it applies to the use of animals in research. However, it can be argued that the development of newer techniques in mouse mutant development, such as CRISP/Cas9-mediated genome engineering, offers the ability to significantly increase our understanding of disease initiation and progression and identify therapeutically relevant intervention in refined mouse models containing clinically relevant disease alleles. Potentially, these disease-specific mouse models will drive a significant reduction, or replacement, of higher order mammals, including primates, being part of the future drug discovery pipeline.
The mouse is a useful and valuable experimental model. For all of the reasons given above, mice represent an economically viable, disease susceptible orthologue of human conditions. Mice can be genetically manipulated, and many of the treatments devised to work in human can be modified to evaluate the effect throughout the complete life-cycle of mice within a relatively short time span. However, it is critically important to bear in mind that a mouse is not a human, and we must understand the limitations of the models. Scientists and drug developers often search for the perfect model in a given disease area. However, the most successful areas have benefited from a number of mouse models, all of which have informed the field in different ways. Some models have been useful in the development and use of molecular and early phenotypic biomarkers. Other models manifest phenotypes associated with the disease and have been used to assess therapeutic endpoints in therapeutic testing. Still other models may not directly be used in preclinical testing, but their value in contributing to our understanding of disease mechanism has been instrumental in developing therapeutics.
The CRISPR/Cas9 technology will undoubtedly increase the efficiency and pace of genetic engineering adding to our downstream knowledge of gene function, systems biology, and models for improving safety and preclinical testing.
Importantly, there are instances where mice are not ideal or limited in their relevance to the human condition being investigated (Justice and Dhillon 2016) . Caution should be exercised in interpreting preclinical data to the relevance in human trials. Data that may be statistically significant in a mouse may not be therapeutic relevance in a patient. Likewise, there are many reasons why clinical trials fail, all of which should be evaluated before deducing the preclinical model was poor. With that said, the versatility of the mouse, its similarities to human with respect to disease susceptibility and progression, the ease of access to established models, and the ease of custom model development mean that the use of the mouse as a tool in basic science research and preclinical drug development is going to be with us for a long time.
